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Abstract: The upgrading and repair of masonry structures, which constitute a great part of built
heritage, involve intricate aspects, in fact, the choice of the most suitable intervention technique is
strongly dependent on its compatibility with superior preservation requirements. At present, beside
more traditional approaches, many composite-based techniques are available, but, there are cases,
such as exposed masonry, which are much more complicated to treat, since, to safeguard the original
aspect, any intervention on the surface is precluded. In this paper, an innovative repair technique is
discussed. The proposed method, highly adaptable and suitable for general application, is based
on the insertion of a composite fabric into the mortar joints of the exposed masonry, partly relying
on the indent repair technique traditionally used for the repair of masonry structures. Due to the
peculiarities of the approach, the feasibility and efficiency of the solution cannot be demonstrated
through application in the testing laboratory or on reduced samples, it was, therefore, necessary
to identify a relevant case study for a field testing. After careful evaluation, duly considering the
risks from the esthetic point of view, the proposed solution was implemented to repair the exposed
masonry of the main façade and of the rear façade of the medieval San Nicola Church in Pisa, which
is an outstanding example of the Pisan-Romanesque style. Thanks to a careful definition of the
operational phases and to skilled workmanship, the solution was easily implemented in the year
2005, fully safeguarding the aesthetics of the façades, so demonstrating its feasibility. However,
this successful outcome was only a first proof of the validity of the experiment, which also needed,
for complete validation, the assessment of its efficiency over time. Only recently, after more than
15 years, it has been possible to ascertain that the intervention is still effective, because the crack
patterns are stabilized and no reopening of the crack has occurred in the meantime, so achieving
full confirmation.

Keywords: composite; FRP; fiber fabric; exposed masonry; heritage buildings; restoration; re-
pair; strengthening

1. Introduction

The assessment, decision making and planning of interventions on existing construc-
tions is a modern engineering and architectural challenge, where intricate architectural
and structural aspects often combine with the significance and the need for conservation
of the historical, artistic, social, and economic values of the built environment and other
relevant objects of cultural heritage. Dealing with existing constructions requires not only
the implementation of sophisticated analysis and survey methods, but also the definition
of intervention strategies, duly respecting the nature and the distinctive features of the
construction itself. Owing to the fact that historical constructions have often been designed
and built according to empirical rules, architectural canons, or simplified mechanical meth-
ods, and that the first structural codes date back to the end of 19th century, the assessment
of the built environment cannot be approached directly by adopting the point of view of
current codes, which are the result of modern achievements and improved knowledge
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about material properties, and theoretical models, also taking advantage of the availability
of refined analysis tools. For this reason, minimum reliability levels accepted for the verifi-
cations of existing structures, and for their upgrading and repair, are commonly lower than
the ones required in the structural codes for new structures, like Eurocode EN1990:2002 [1],
and ISO2394:2015 [2]. Moreover, since the level of acceptance of such a reduced reliability
is a function of significance, and the heritage value of the construction and of its content,
the methodological approach, duly considering the reversibility and the compatibility of
the interventions, is the result of a reasonable balance between the, often opposite, needs
of consolidation and preservation. Evidently, the exigences of preservation are more and
more predominant as soon as the significance of the construction becomes apparent; with
this aim, several recommendations and standards have been issued. Focusing on built
cultural heritage, particularly relevant are the standards of the European Standardization
Committee (CEN) EN15898:2019 [3], EN16096:2012 [4], EN16853:2017 [5], the ICOMOS
(International Council on Monuments and Sites) Charter [6–8] and the pertinent Guidelines
of ICOMOS International Scientific Committee for Analysis and Restoration of Structures of
Architectural Heritage (I.S.C.A.R.S.H.A.) [9], the standard of the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) ISO13822:2010 [10], and ISO12491:1997 [11], from which several
national recommendations originate. It must be remarked that the main references about
the conservation and restoration of monuments and sites, the Venice Charter 1964 [6],
has been considerably supplemented and improved over time, till the Victoria Falls Char-
ter [7,8]: an exhaustive review is provided by the ICOMOS in [9]. Because dealing with
historical heritage is a complex interdisciplinary problem that can be tackled from dif-
ferent perspectives, recently, considerable efforts have been made to properly define the
boundaries of the different disciplines and to find a common language for the interchange,
storage, retrieval and updating of information [12], also in view of an increasingly massive
usage of the Heritage-Building Information Modeling (H-BIM) [13,14].

The general procedure to be followed for the assessment of an existing structure is
summarized in Annex B of the ISO13822 [11], where it is sketched how the current state of
the considered structure and the resistance of its materials should be ascertained. The first
step of the procedure is a preliminary assessment, duly considering the available historical
documents, experimental in situ or reference test results, inspection, and survey reports,
and other written or iconographic documentation. The outcomes of this preliminary
assessment will indicate the eventual need of a detailed assessment, and finally the nature
and type of interventions to be envisaged, if necessary. Clearly, during the procedure
several key aspects should be considered, such as the definition of the mechanical properties
of the existing materials [15–17], recognition of previous interventions, identification of
peculiar building techniques or architectural canons adopted, chronology of the building
phases, modifications of the structural scheme over time, and so on. Since, as already said,
in heritage structures preservation exigencies are predominant, the procedure should be
suitably modified. With this aim, additional considerations and provisions are given in
the Annex H of ISO13822 [10], but, in the author’s opinion, it is possible to propose here
an improved version of the flowchart, illustrated in Figure 1, where peculiar aspects of
heritage structures are highlighted, and the opportunity of developing appropriate H-BIM
models is duly considered.

Specific examples of the application of the aforesaid procedure to historical structures
are discussed in [18–22], also considering the effects of uncertainties [23,24], while extensive
discussions about the evaluation of the statistical properties of the mechanical properties of
building materials are reported in [25–27], where special methods are proposed to derive
the main statistical parameters of the relevant mechanical properties of building materials
of existing constructions, based on objective, blind, cluster analyses of available databases
of in situ, and laboratory test results, assuming suitable probabilistic mixture models.
The rationale of these special methods is that the mechanical properties of the building
materials of coeval structures, characterized by similar typology, location, workmanship,
and structural scheme, are described by comparable statistical parameters.
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Figure 1. Flowchart illustrating the assessment procedure of heritage structures.

Although out of the scope of the paper, it must be underlined that a relevant issue
in the structural analysis of historical masonry structures is the recognition of recurrent
relevant elements and associated collapse mechanisms, which are studied adopting static
or dynamic approaches, often in the framework of rigid body mechanics. The kinematic
analysis is a typical static approach [28,29], while the rocking analysis is a typical dynamic
approach [28,29]. In the kinematic analysis, energy dissipation, which is generally dis-
regarded, can be considered hypothesizing suitable frictional forces between the crack
surfaces [30]. In contrast, the rocking analysis allows the energy dissipation due to impacts
to be considered, by means of suitable coefficients of restitution, which can be derived
using kinematic, kinetic or energetic approaches [31], which are equivalent only in the case
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when the impact is frictionless [32]. For the rocking analysis, an energetic coefficient of
restitution can be defined as a function of the block slenderness [33], but in some cases it
leads to unrealistic results [34].

Looking at the flowchart in Figure 1, it is evident that, in the case of insufficient
reliability, interventions are necessary. Obviously, since for heritage structures demolition
is not an option, two main options of intervention can be considered for them:

• construction, or
• operation.

In turn, construction may consist of upgrading, or of a less invasive repair, while
operation may result in monitoring, and change, or limitation in use. Upgrading and repair
are possible only if compatible with the preservation needs; if not, the sole remaining option
is operation. It must be remarked that compatibility between construction and preservation
is an intricate issue [35–37], strongly influencing the choice of the intervention technique,
since alternative solutions can be characterized by different degrees of harmonization with
the preservation requirements.

Over the years many solutions have been proposed for the upgrading and repair of
existing structures, spanning from the most traditional techniques and materials to the most
modern and innovative ones, making use of composite materials, which are increasingly
adopted not only for masonry structures, but also for reinforced concrete structures [38,39],
even including some unconventional coupling [40,41].

Focusing on upgrading and repair techniques for masonry structures, which consti-
tute a great part of built heritage, many solutions making use of composite materials
have been proposed over the years: these techniques, summarized in [42–46], are mainly
based on the introduction of composite strengthening elements, in the form of bars,
sheets, ribbons and plates, but other interesting applications can be envisaged, adopting
other modern materials, such as fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) [47,48].
In parallel with the development of the abovementioned techniques, ad hoc studies
have been carried out, aiming to develop suitable theoretical mechanical models, as
well as to assess the experimental behavior of the recurrent repaired and strengthened
elements: masonry walls and columns [49–57], arches [58], vaults [59–61] and dome
vaults, which are the bases of modern guidelines such as those developed by the Italian
Research Council (CNR) [62], also in view of the development of a dedicated second
generation Eurocode part [63,64], in the framework of the M515 Mandate from the
European Commission to CEN [65,66].

As already remarked, when dealing with historical buildings the identification of
the most appropriate repair technique cannot ignore the superior exigence of preserva-
tion [67,68] and the intricately related issues. Some typical examples of strengthening
intervention using composite are reported in Figures 2–5, where different phases of the
repair for bohemian vaults with lunettes (Figure 2), cross vault (Figure 3), dome vault
(Figure 4), partly collapsed ribbed barrel vault (Figure 5) are illustrated. Of course, the
application of composite reinforcements can also be addressed to stabilize nonstructural
or secondary elements; for example, in Figure 6, a possible composite application is illus-
trated for the avoidance of overturning of partition walls, which can be a relevant issue in
seismic areas.
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However, there are cases which are much more complicated to treat, where, to safe-
guard the original aspect, any intervention on the surface is precluded. A particularly
relevant case is exposed masonry. In this case, a typical intervention technique, originally
proposed around 20 years ago, is the so-called bed-joints structural repointing, consisting
in the insertion in the bed-joints of steel bars duly anchored at their ends, or of narrow
rigid composite plates. These narrow composite plates can be obtained including steel
or composite bars in a suitable polymeric matrix [69] or can directly be fiber-reinforced
polymer (FRP) plates [70]. The operational sequence of these two repointing techniques,
which are described in detail in References [69,70], can be summarized as follows:

1. preparation of the composite strip of the given length,
2. removal of the mortar of the bed joints near the external surface,
3. insertion of the strip, (...),
4. injection of the resin to fill the joint and glue the strip to the masonry.

Obviously, the field of application of these repointing techniques is rather limited: in
fact, on the one hand the rigid strips can be applied only in the cases where the masonry
courses are regular, on the other, their length is limited and not easily adaptable to conform
with the various, and sometime unforeseen, situations that can occur in real applications.
In addition, the limited insertion depth involves delicate bonding problems. Aiming to
overcome all these issues, around the 2000s, the author developed an alternative strength-
ening technique, based on the insertion of composite fabrics into the mortar joints, partly
resorting to the indent repair technique, which is an ancient and traditional solution for the
repair of masonry structures.

Evidemtly, the solution, described in the following section, which is highly adaptable
and suitable for general application, required some experimental validations. Unfortu-
nately, for its peculiarities, the feasibility of the solution cannot be demonstrated through
application in a testing laboratory or on reduced samples. For that reason, it was necessary
to identify a relevant case study for a field testing of the feasibility and the effectiveness of
the proposed technique. In fact, after a careful evaluation, in the year 2005, the solution
was implemented to repair the main façade and the rear façade of the San Nicola Church
in Pisa. The intervention is described in detail in Section 3. Although rather pioneering,
thanks to skilled workmanship, the solution was easily implemented, fully safeguarding
the aesthetics of the façades, so demonstrating its feasibility. However, for a complete vali-
dation of the proposed technique, its effectiveness over time also needed to be ascertained.
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Today, after more than 15 years, and considering the present condition of the St. Nicola
Church, there is more convincing evidence supporting the validity of the method.

2. The Proposed Strengthening and Repair Technique of Exposed Masonry

The innovative solution illustrated in the following was inspired by the classical indent
technique, traditionally used to substitute damaged or weak parts of masonry structures or
to make more effective the connections between adjacent walls. Examples of applications
of this technique are shown in Figures 7 and 8, concerning the strengthening of a parastas,
and of an uncoursed rubble masonry wall, respectively.
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The basic idea is that, using the indent technique. it would be possible to easily insert
FRP reinforcements in the regular mortar joints of the masonry. The main feature of the
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method is that the FRP reinforcement is obtained in situ, starting from rolls of textile
fabrics of fibers, which are unrolled and duly impregnated with polymers, as soon as the
indentation repair process proceeds.

Referring to the exposed brick masonry, the main operational steps of the methods,
summarized in Figure 9, are:

1. identification of the position of the brick masonry course of interest for the intervention,
2. preparation of a fiber strip of adequate length: the roll is formed starting from a fabric

of the appropriate fiber: namely, aramid, carbon, glass, etc.; the width of the fabric
should be a suitable multiple of the final width of the strip, in such a way that, folding
the fabric one or more times or by superimposing more than one fabric, the desired
thickness, and cross section area, is obtained,

3. rolling up of the fiber strip,
4. starting of the indent: careful removal of the first stretch of the brick course (Figure 9a),

and cleaning of the so obtained recess,
5. application, using a spatula or a paintbrush, of low viscosity polymeric resin, for exam-

ple, epoxy resin, insertion and partial unrolling of the fiber roll and its impregnation
with the resin (Figure 9b),

6. waiting until the resin is suitably cured, typically 24 h;
7. reconstruction of the stretch of the brick course: reinsertion of the bricks and renova-

tion of mortar joints (Figure 9c), using a mortar having a composition similar to the
historical one, for example, a lime mortar,

8. removal of the second stretch of the bridge course (Figure 9d),
9. unrolling and impregnation of the fiber roll, as in step 5 (Figure 9e),
10. reconstruction of the stretch and renovation of mortar joints, as in step 6, and so on

until the total extension of the course is completed (Figure 9f).

Obviously, if the total extension of the course exceeds the length of a single fiber
roll, an additional fiber roll can be incorporated, provided that it overlaps the previously
inserted one by not less than 500 mm. In this way, it is possible to obtain reinforced mortar
joints of unlimited length, overcoming the limitations of the usual repointing techniques,
but this is only one of the distinctive features of the method. Actually, in addition to
its adaptability and economy, the proposed technique sensibly reduces the sensitiveness
of the composite reinforcement to debonding phenomena, which is a typical issue for
strengthening interventions, when using composite materials. It must be stressed that,
providing tensile resistance to the masonry, the reinforcement can be limited to a part of
the wall thickness, maintaining its effectiveness: this feature is particularly relevant when
intervention on both faces of the masonry is prohibited by preservation needs, as in a case
where one face is decorated or painted, or relevant masterpieces prevent the accessibility of
the face. Moreover, in the framework of the proposed approach, the tying effect assured by
the composite strips is scarcely influenced by their initial shape, since, even if initially bent,
the composite strips, which are restrained by the surrounding masonry, cannot straighten
up. However, in view of the practical application of this technique, and considering
potential risks from the esthetic point of view, other key aspects needed to be duly studied:

• extension to other types of exposed masonry,
• feasibility in real cases,
• appearance of the exposed masonry at the end of the intervention,
• effectiveness over time.

Regarding the first key aspect, it must be highlighted that, in principle, due to its
peculiarities, the method can be easily extended: in fact, it can be applied in general,
provided that minor modifications are introduced, as a function of the masonry type
under consideration. Some relevant examples are given in Figures 10 and 11, for ashlar
masonry, and rubble uncoursed masonry, respectively, where they are indicated the needed
relevant deviations from the general method. In the case of ashlar masonry, even fine
tooled, the strips can be inserted again in the mortar joints (Figure 10a), considering that
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usually the square-cut stones are transversally wedge shaped (Figure 10b) to allow not
only the necessary adjustments in the construction phase, but also the substitution of
the stones during maintenance. In addition, in the case of rubble uncoursed masonry,
a rough dressing of the bed joint before the unrolling and impregnation of the fiber roll
(Figure 11a) could be very helpful to regularize the final shape of the composite strip,
limiting stress concentrations.
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fiber roll; (b) reconstruction of the stretch of the ashlar course.
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Answering the other key aspects, however, requires experimental evidence. As
anticipated, due to its intrinsic nature, the feasibility and the efficacy of the technique
can be tested and validated only in the field, evaluating the results after a long enough
time interval. After a careful examination of all the pros and cons, it was decided that the
occasion for testing the method was the restoration and repair of the St. Nicola Church,
in Pisa. Since the church presented a relevant crack pattern in the exposed brick masonry
of the façades, the method appeared particularly eligible in order to bridge and prevent
the reopening of the cracks. This relevant case-study is illustrated and discussed in the
following Section.

3. The Case Study: The Restoration of St. Nicola Church in Pisa

The proposed technique was experimentally applied in the year 2005, as described in
the following.

3.1. St. Nicola Church

The St. Nicola Church, located in the historical center of Pisa, not far from the
Arno River, is a remarkable example of the Pisan Romanesque architectural style, which
is the subject of huge literature (see, for example, [71–78]). The Church belongs to an
ancient building complex, including the leaning bell tower and the Augustinian monastery,
bounded to the west by St. Maria Street, to the south by St. Nicola Street and to the east by
the Carrara Place. The main façade and the rear façade face St. Maria Street and Carrara
Place, respectively.

The leaning bell-tower (Figure 12), 35.5 m high, and inclined around 1◦13′, and
considered a masterpiece of the Pisan Romanesque style, is characterized by a complex
architectural organization, with the cross section varying along the height: actually, the
cross section starts as ribbed circular, with eight external ribs, at the base, to become
octagonal at higher orders, and finally hexagonal at the level of the belfry, and of the roof.
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posed method, a preliminary study was carried out. The outcome of the study was the 
identification of three main families of cracks, originated by two different failure mecha-
nisms. 

A first crack pattern, summarized in Figure 14, affected the longitudinal barrel vault 
of the nave and its stiffening arches. This crack pattern denoted the exemplary and classi-
cal vault mechanism, characterized by three longitudinal Pol Abraham’s hinged cracks 
[79,80]: A central one at the intrados of the crown (Figure 15a) and two lateral ones, nearly 
symmetric, at the extrados of the vault haunches (Figure 15b). 

Figure 12. The bell tower of the St. Nicola Church in Pisa: (a) the bell tower from St. Maria Street; (b) the belfry.

The first mention of the Church dates back to the year 1097, but significant enlarge-
ments, in some cases attributed to Giovanni Pisano, were promoted between 1297 and 1313
by the Augustinian fathers. Important modifications were introduced around the 1700s,
consisting of the construction of the eight side chapels and of the longitudinal barrel vault
covering the central nave. This solid brick barrel vault, around 120 mm thick, is stiffened
by masonry arches, spaced at around 2.4 m. The actual configuration was finally achieved
in 1828, with the execution of the two remaining lateral chapels, beside the main entrance.

The thrust of the barrel vault is sustained by buttresses supported by the transverse
walls of the south chapels, coming up from the mono-pitched roof of the south side, as
illustrated in Figure 13.
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3.2. Crack Patterns and Diagnosis of the Causes

To recognize the active failure mechanisms and to assess the suitability of the proposed
method, a preliminary study was carried out. The outcome of the study was the identifica-
tion of three main families of cracks, originated by two different failure mechanisms.

A first crack pattern, summarized in Figure 14, affected the longitudinal barrel vault
of the nave and its stiffening arches. This crack pattern denoted the exemplary and
classical vault mechanism, characterized by three longitudinal Pol Abraham’s hinged
cracks [79,80]: A central one at the intrados of the crown (Figure 15a) and two lateral ones,
nearly symmetric, at the extrados of the vault haunches (Figure 15b).
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A second, clearly visible, family of vertical cracks, summarized in the diagrams of
Figure 16a,b, was detected on the main façade (Figure 17) and on the rear façade (Figure 18).
A common feature of these cracks, mainly concentrated near the rose windows on the main
façade, and in the neighborhood of the second window on the rear façade, was the width
increasing with the height.
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The crack patterns just described are both coherent with a unique failure mechanism:
the relative horizontal displacement of the vault abutments, caused by the horizontal thrust,
and by the resulting out-of-plane rotation of the longitudinal walls, barely restrained by
the main façade, and by the rear façade. The origins of this failure mechanism seem quite
remote; in fact, several stone stripes have been detected on the main façade straddling
the cracks (see Figure 17b). The presumable rationale of the insertions of these narrow
stones was stitching the cracks, but, the stone stripes also having cracked, the results were
clearly unsatisfactory.

The third detected crack pattern was a significant vertical crack on the south façade,
located at the connection between the nave and the transept, whose opening increased with
the height (Figure 19). This crack was originated by a second failure mechanism, initiated
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in fairly remote times: a settlement of the foundation of the corner between the main façade
and the south façade, further emphasized by the construction, in the 19th century of the
arched passage connecting the Church with the Royal Palace. Nevertheless, after a suitable
analysis of the evolution of the crack over time, it was concluded that the settlement was
no longer active, and that specific strengthening interventions of the foundation were
unnecessary. For these reasons, the interventions were mainly concentrated on the façades.
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3.3. Repair and Restoration Interevntions on the Church Façades

Repair and restoration interventions on the church façades pursued the twofold objec-
tive of bridging the main cracks, thus preventing their further opening, and of increasing
the efficiency and tensile strength not only of the masonry joints, but also of the connec-
tions between the adjacent façades. Moreover, to minimize their sensitivity to differential
vertical displacements, interventions with negligible bending stiffness in the vertical plane
were preferred.

With these objectives, three different types of major interventions were envisaged,
indicated as type A, type B, and type C intervention, respectively:

• the scope of the type A intervention was to strengthen the edge joist of the main façade,
also contributing, together with the type C intervention, to restore the connection with
the transverse walls,

• the objective of type B intervention, based on the innovative method described in
Section 2, was to efficiently bridge the cracks in the exposed masonry, preventing their
reopening, also demonstrating the feasibility of the method itself,

• finally, the objective of the type C intervention was to provide an efficient connection
at the top of the south façade and of the rear façade. The type C intervention was
based on the application at the top of the wall of a horizontal steel plate, centered
in the wall plane, duly connected with the wall itself. Considering that this kind of
intervention is rather common, further details are omitted.

3.3.1. Type A Intervention

Type A intervention is summarized in Figure 20. It combines a composite steel-FRP
strip, strengthening the edge joist at the top of the gable of the main façade (Figure 21a),
with a composite steel-FRP horizontal tie, placed on the inner side of the gable, above the
extrados of the barrel vault, covering the nave.
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Figure 21. Phases of type A intervention: (a) edge joist before the intervention; (b) fixing of the carbon-fiber fabric; (c) upper
steel plate; (d) glass-fiber net interposition for electrical insulation.

The composite steel-FRP strip was obtained superimposing to a 1000 mm wide bidi-
rectional carbon-fiber fabric, weighing around 2.0 N/m2, duly fixed to the properly dressed
edge joist by means of low viscosity epoxy resin (Figure 21b), a S355J2 grade steel plate,
600 mm wide and 3 mm thick, connected to the masonry by means of threaded stainless
steel bars, AISI 316L grade, 16 mm diameter (Figure 21c), so also preventing the debonding
of the composite reinforcement. A thin glass-fiber net, interposed between composite and
steel, aimed to avoid any contact between carbon and steel, guaranteeing the electrical
insulation (Figure 21d). The relevant mechanical properties of the carbon-fiber fabrics were:

• Elastic modulus: Ec ≈ 240 GPa,
• Effective area: Ac ≈ 55 mm2/m,
• Tensile strength: fcu ≈ 4850 MPa.

The operational steps of the intervention can be summarized as follows:

• cleaning of the masonry surface, removing all weak and loose parts, as well as any
cause that would potentially reduce the adhesion of the reinforcement,

• preparation of the top surface and its dressing by means of fine mortar,
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• insertion of the connecting bars,
• application of low viscosity resin,
• addition of a bidirectional carbon-fiber fabric, and its impregnation with the low

viscosity resin,
• addition of the insulating glass-fiber net,
• application of the steel plate,
• zinc coating of the steel plate.

The composite FRP-steel tie, composed of a composite strip, about 335 mm wide, and
a S355J2 steel plate 300 mm wide and 3 mm thick, was obtained and connected similarly to
the top composite strip (Figure 22), but the carbon fiber strip was obtained by folding the
fabric to one third and two thirds of its width.
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The main characteristics of the edge joist composite steel-FRP strip can be summarized
as follows:

• Steel part:

Area: As = 1800 mm2,
Yield strength: Fyk = 639 kN,
Axial rigidity: EsAs = 378 GN,

• Carbon part:

Area: Ac = 55 mm2,
Ultimate strength: Fcu = 267 kN,
Axial rigidity: EcAc = 13.2 GN;
While the main characteristics of the composite steel-FRP strip were:

• Steel part:

Area: As = 900 mm2,
Yield strength: Fyk = 320 kN,
Axial rigidity: EsAs = 189 GN,

• Carbon part:

Area: Ac = 55 mm2,
Ultimate strength: Fcu = 267 kN,
Axial rigidity: EcAc = 13.2 GN.

3.3.2. Type B Intervention

One of the main objectives of the type B intervention was to validate the proposed
repair technique, experimentally demonstrating its practical feasibility and effectiveness
in a relevant heritage construction. As described in Section 2, this innovative technique is
based on the insertion of continuous FRP strips in mortar layers, resorting to a suitable and
ordered removal and reinsertion of bricks of a given course, according to the traditional
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indent repair technique. In the present case study, the extension of the brick course affected
by a single step of the indent (removal and reinsertion of brick elements) was fixed around
2 m, adopting a maximum distance between a reinforced brick course and the nearest
reinforced one of around 0.6 m. Owing to the presence of a relevant historical pipe organ
on the rear of the façade, the intervention was limited to the exterior wall.

Carbon-fiber fabric, already described in the previous Subsection, and low viscosity
epoxy resin were used to assemble the composite reinforcement. The four layer carbon
fiber roll was obtained by repeatedly folding the 1.0 m wide strip of carbon-fiber fabric.
The mechanical characteristics of the roll thus resulted:

• Area: Ac = 55 mm2,
• Ultimate strength: Fcu = 267 kN,
• Axial rigidity: EcAc = 13.2 GN.

Because the operational phases, illustrated in Figure 23, perfectly matched those
described in Section 2, additional information is unnecessary.
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Figure 23. Relevant operational phases of the intervention: (a) removal of the first stretch of the brick course; (b) reconstruc-
tion of a stretch of the brick course, before unrolling the fiber roll; (c) unrolling and impregnation of fiber roll; (d) stretch of
the brick course ready for reconstruction; (e) intervention in advanced stage; (f) intervention almost completed.
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The strengthened brick courses of the façade and the lengths of the interventions are
summarized in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Strengthened brick courses of the main façade.

The intervention is providing tensile strength to the horizontal courses of the masonry.
Considering that the wall width is 0.6 m, the influence area of each reinforcement is around
0.36 m2: the equivalent tensile strength of the masonry is thus around 0.75 MPa, which
is the information needed when homogeneous mechanical models are adopted to assess
the masonry.

3.4. Discussions

Although extremely difficult, thanks to highly skilled workmanship, the intervention
was very successful, fully safeguarding the aspect of the exposed masonry. However, this
satisfactory outcome was only the first part of the experiment validation, in fact, to arrive
at sounder conclusions a long enough period of observation was necessary. Now, after
more than 15 years, sounder final conclusions can be drawn, based on the observation of
the actual condition of the crack patterns, originally detected on the church façades, and
described in Section 3.2.

To assess the crack evolution, in principle there are several methods, including the
permanent installation of extensometers and deformometers on suitable measuring bases,
also in view of continuous monitoring, remote sensors, laser scanning, radar measurements,
traditional and digital photogrammetry, and so on. Due to their relative invasiveness, the
need for monitoring of the whole width of the façade, the high economic costs. the difficul-
ties in assuring stability of the signal over very long periods of time, the rapid obsolescence
of electronic instrumentation and the relevant hardware, continuous monitoring by means
of such kind of devices was excluded. As the precision of remote sensing techniques is
on the order of millimeters, it was decided to adopt a periodic (every six months) topo-
graphical survey using high precision laser stations, monitoring the geometry of the edges
between the main and the south façade, and the rear and the south façades, associated with
careful visual inspections, also in view of possible implementation of the most appropriate
remote sensing techniques.
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At the end of the intervention, the deviations from the vertical line of relevant points
of the edges between the main façade and the south façades, and the rear façade and the
south façade were measured. The results are summarized in Table 1, where positive values
indicate north−south displacements.

Table 1. Deviations from the vertical line of edges between the façades and the south façade—positive
values indicate north−south displacements.

Edge Point ID H [m] Deviation [mm]

between the main façade and
the south façade

1 1.07 10.2
2 2.70 25.7
3 4.28 40.8
4 8.43 80.3
5 12.70 60.4

between the rear façade and
the south façade

1 8.32 −20.3
2 10.73 −26.2
3 13.45 −32.8

Subsequent measurements over time showed very small variations, within the typical
sensitivity of the instrumentation, so demonstrating that remote survey techniques were
not suitable for the intended scope, since the movements, if any, were too small.

As a consequence, it was necessary to rely on accurate periodic visual inspections, in
order to assess reopening of cracks, or formation of new cracks, which would exclude the
activation of such phenomena.

The present situation is attested by the photographic documentation, taken at the end
of June 2021, which is summarized in Figures 25 and 26, referring to the main façade, and
in Figures 27 and 28, referring to the rear façade, and the south façade, respectively.
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Looking at the photos, it can be remarked that all the crack patterns have stabilized.
In addition, till now,

• there is no evidence of the reopening of existing cracks, or of the formation of new
cracks, on the exposed masonry of the main façade, as demonstrated in detail by the
photo in Figure 26,

• the marble facing of the rear façade, reconstructed during the restoration works of
2005, is undamaged, while the crack pattern. previously evident in the neighborhood
of the central window is no longer active (Figure 27b), and, finally,

• the vertical crack of the south façade is still closed, so confirming that the differential
settlement, which originated it, is nearly inactive.

On the basis of these remarks, the feasibility and the effectiveness of the proposed
intervention technique can be definitively validated.

4. Conclusions

An original reinforcement technique aiming to close and to bridge the cracks affecting
exposed masonry, preventing at the same time their reopening and their further propaga-
tion, is presented in the paper. The solution, which overcomes the limitations of common
repointing techniques, is based on the insertion of fiber fabrics in the mortar layers between
adjacent masonry courses, which can be achieved resorting to the indent repair technique,
which is a rather classical method for intervention on masonry structures. The main fea-
tures of the proposed method are not only economy, high reversibility, and compatibility
with the preservation needs, but also extreme flexibility, so that it can be easily adapted
to unforeseen or nonstandard situations, which can occur during the execution. For these
reasons, the solution is particularly suitable for the repair and restoration works on her-
itage buildings and constructions. Moreover, it can be applied, with small adjustments,
to practically all kinds of exposed masonry, spanning from fine tooled ashlar masonry to
uncoursed rubble masonry.

Evidently, to fully validate the method an ad hoc experimental campaign was needed,
aiming to assess not only the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed solution, but also
its performance over time. It must be remarked that, taking into account the peculiarities of
the method, it is quite impossible to define specimens adequately representative of the real
operational conditions, therefore, to assess the feasibility of the method it was necessary to
identify a real heritage building, suitable for testing the solution. After a careful survey,
and a deep critical analysis of the pros and cons, the St. Nicola Church in Pisa was selected
as a particularly significant case study, and the proposed technique was adopted to repair
the crack pattern of the exposed brick masonry of the main façade.

A first significant validation was obtained at the end of the intervention, demonstrating
the practicability of the method, but for a full validation it was necessary to wait and see
the effect over time. Only recently, after checking the actual condition of the Church, and
remarking the intervention is still effective, has complete validation been possible.

5. Patents

The proposed method, although original, is not patented. It can be freely used,
provided the source is acknowledged.
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